“RTHC FINAL PUSH” PIN WITH DANGLE
(Diameter of Pin & Dangle is 1.25”)

GUIDELINES

• The “RTHC FINAL PUSH” pin with dangle, approved to wear on or off the DRT ribbon, can be purchased ($60.00) for donations of $500 and above made after January 1, 2019, to the RTHC Building Fund.

• All donations will be verified by the RTHC donor database. From this data decisions will be made as to who qualifies to purchase the “RTHC FINAL PUSH” pin with appropriate dangle and any additional dangle when the level of giving increases.

• One Dangle with appropriate synthetic stone (Sapphire $500-$1,999; Ruby $2,000-$4,999; Emerald $5,000-$9,999; Diamond $10,000+) will be attached to the first purchase of the “RTHC FINAL PUSH” pin. (The dangle fits onto the back of the pin via a post/nail.)

• Subsequent donations from an individual that increases the Donor’s level of giving will require the Donor to purchase ($15.00) the appropriate synthetic stone. (e.g., An individual who increases their donation from $500 [Sapphire Dangle] to $2,000 [Ruby Dangle] will have the option of purchasing a Ruby Dangle.) Only one dangle is worn on the “RTHC FINAL PUSH” pin.

• The “RTHC FINAL PUSH” pin with dangle will be available for approved purchase at the DRT Conventions and District Meetings. In addition, the pin and dangle can be purchased by contacting Patricia Horridge (patriciahorridge@austin.rr.com) who with verification from the RTHC donor database will approve purchase and mail pin and dangle. The cost of handling and postage is $8.00. Payment is paid to DRT-RTHC and must be received before mailing. Mail check to DRT Headquarters, 510 East Anderson Lane, Austin, Texas 78752.